
and the nephew of Abp. Thomas I of York (d. 1100), who
brought him up and looked to his education. Through the
favor of his uncle he became provost at Beverley in 1092,
and one of the royal chaplains. King HENRY I was about
to appoint him to the vacant See of London (Pentecost
1108) when, at the death of Archbishop Gerard, YORK

also became vacant; Henry then nominated Thomas to
York instead of London. He was elected by the chapter
of York, but for more than a year was not consecrated be-
cause he refused to swear obedience to Abp. ANSELM OF

CANTERBURY. With the backing of his cathedral chapter
and the apparent support of the king, Thomas delayed his
recognition of Canterbury’s primacy, hoping in the
meantime to receive the PALLIUM from Rome. From his
deathbed Anselm suspended Thomas from his priestly of-
fice and refused consecration until he submitted. After
Anselm’s death (April 21, 1109), Thomas at length yield-
ed to episcopal and royal pressure, made his profession,
and was consecrated June 11, 1109. Although still a
young man, Thomas was limited in his activity by a dis-
ease that caused him to become enormously fat. He was
reputedly religious, liberal, of good disposition, learned,
and eloquent. He is buried in York Minster near the grave
of his uncle.
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THOMAS WALEYS
English theologian; b. c. 1287; d. England, after Feb-

ruary 1349. As a Dominican at Oxford he lectured on the
Sentences of Peter Lombard (c. 1314–15), became regent
master in theology (c. 1318–20), and composed his well-
known Moralitates on the Old Testament. By 1326–27
he was lector in Bologna, where he lectured on Psalms
1–38.2, preached against the Franciscan doctrine of pov-
erty, and wrote an impressive commentary on St. AUGUS-

TINE’s De civitate Dei. As chaplain to Cardinal Mattèo
Orsini at Avignon he preached a sermon in the Domini-
can priory (Jan. 3, 1333) opposing the view of JOHN XXII

on the BEATIFIC VISION. The Franciscan Walter of Chat-
ton charged him with six erroneous statements, and he
was cited by the papal inquisitor (January 11) and con-
fined to a cell in the priory. On September 7 another case
was brought against him, and he appealed to the Holy See
(October 12), whereupon he was transferred to the papal
prison. Despite the intervention of Philip VI of France
and John XXII’s retraction of his own thesis, Thomas
was held prisoner for 11 years without trial. Released

soon after 1342, he returned to England where he wrote
De modo componendi sermones. In February 1349 he de-
scribed himself as ‘‘broken down by old age.’’ His works
were highly regarded for their theological content and hu-
manistic style.
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THOMASSIN (LOUIS D’EYNAC)
Theologian, historian, and canonist; b. Aix-en-

Provence, Aug. 28, 1619; d. Paris, Dec. 24, 1695. He en-
tered the Oratory at Aix in 1632, was ordained there in
1643, and became professor of theology at Saumur in
1648. In 1668, at the Seminary of Saint-Magloire in
Paris, he distinguished himself by his public lectures in
positive theology. After the publication of the Disserta-
tiones in concilia generalia et particularia (Paris 1667)
and Mémoires sur la grâce (3 v. Louvain 1668), he gave
up his teaching position. Thus freed, he devoted himself
to his great works: the Ancienne et nouvelle discipline de
l’Église touchant les bénéfices et les bénéficiers (3 v.
Paris 1678–79; Latin tr., 1682); Dogmata theologica (3
v. Paris 1680–89); Traités historiques et dogmatiques sur
divers points de la discipline de l’Église et de la morale
chrétienne (7 v. Paris 1680–97). Along with D. Petau,
Thomassin was one of the masters of positive theology.
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à l’histoire de l’Oratoire, ed. A. INGOLD and E. BONNARDET, 5 v.
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[P. AUVRAY]

THOMISM
As a theological and philosophical movement from

the 13th century to the 20th, Thomism may be defined as
a systematic attempt to understand and develop the basic
principles and conclusions of St. THOMAS AQUINAS in
order to relate them to the problems and needs of each
generation. As a doctrinal synthesis of characteristic te-
nets of philosophy and theology, it is more difficult to
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define because of the variety of interpretations, applica-
tions, and concerns of different generations and individu-
al Thomists. The Aristotelian-Christian synthesis of St.
Thomas originated in opposition to 13th-century Augus-
tinianism and Latin AVERROISM. Thomism likewise de-
veloped, floundered, and revived in the midst of opposing
currents of thought. Thus Thomists, in developing and
defending the basic insights of their master, could not
help but be affected by problems and polemics of their
day. Consequently the term ‘‘Thomism’’ applies to a
wide variety of interpretations of St. Thomas by those
who have professed loyalty to his thought and spirit.

Notion. Since the 13th century Thomism has come
to represent one of the most significant movements in
Western thought, particularly in the Catholic Church. Re-
vived in the 16th century, it was espoused by leading
theologians and philosophers of various religious orders
in defense of Catholic teaching. Its revival in the 19th
century as Neothomism, sometimes identified with
neoscholasticism, was enthusiastically encouraged by
Pope LEO XIII and his successors as offering the soundest
means of combating modern errors and solving modern
problems, particularly in the social order. Far from advo-
cating a safe, closed system, the pontiffs have encouraged
rigorous philosophical analysis and the confronting of
contemporary problems with the wisdom of St. Thomas.

In a wide sense Thomism is the philosophy or theol-
ogy professed by anyone who claims to follow the spirit,
basic insights, and often the letter of St. Thomas. In this
sense, medieval Augustinianism, SCOTISM, PROTESTANT-

ISM, NOMINALISM, IDEALISM, and MATERIALISM are not
Thomistic, whereas SUAREZIANISM is. In the strict sense
Thomism is a philosophy and theology that, eschewing
eclecticism, embraces all the sound principles and con-
clusions of St. Thomas and is consistent with the main
tradition of Thomistic thinkers. In this sense Suarezian-
ism, MOLINISM, CASUISTRY, and other forms of eclecti-
cism are not Thomistic. Because of professed
eclecticism, Francisco Suárez, Luis Molina, Gabriel Váz-
quez, and others are not considered Thomists in the strict
sense. On the other hand, Tommaso de Vio Cajetan, Do-
mingo Báñez, Jacques Maritain, and others are consid-
ered Thomists despite divergent interpretations of
particular points and occasional defense of views rejected
by the Thomistic tradition. Clearly Thomism is an ana-
logical term embracing various interpretations and devel-
opments more or less faithful to the mind and spirit of St.
Thomas.

Basic Doctrines. The basic doctrines of Thomism
can best be appreciated in the historical context of con-
crete concerns of an age or polemic. Both in philosophy
and in theology, however, certain principles are common-

Thomassin (Louis D’Eynac).

ly recognized as characteristic. These characteristics are
discussed briefly before the historical development of
Thomism is examined.

St. Thomas clearly distinguished between the realm
of nature and the realm of supernature: the first is the do-
main of reason and PHILOSOPHY, the second is that of
faith and THEOLOGY. Although Thomas Aquinas wrote
strictly philosophical works, such as commentaries on
Aristotle and short treatises, his most original contribu-
tions were made in the course of theological speculation
wherein a personalized Aristotelian philosophy served as
the handmaid to his theology. Thomists, recognizing the
importance of philosophy, consider certain principles of
Thomistic philosophy as indispensable for Thomistic the-
ology.

Thomistic Philosophy. In the Thomistic order of
teaching the first SCIENCE to be studied after the LIBERAL

ARTS is natural philosophy, then moral philosophy, and
finally metaphysics. No attempt is made here to indicate
all the basic principles of these sciences, but the more im-
portant are noted briefly.

1. All physical bodies are composed of a purely pas-
sive principle called primary matter and an active
principle of nature called substantial form in such
a way that the first actualization of pure potentiality
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is the unique substantial form and nature of a body
(see FORMS, UNICITY AND PLURALITY OF; MATTER

AND FORM).
2. Each physical body is rendered numerically unique

solely by determined MATTER (materia signata),
and not by form, haecceitas, or any collection of
accidents (see INDIVIDUATION).

3. Since primary matter is the principle of individua-
tion, of quantity, and of corruptibility, there can be
no ‘‘spiritual matter’’ in separated substances and
no multiplication of individuals within their spe-
cies. In Thomistic doctrine each separated sub-
stance, or angel, is unique in its species, necessarily
existent by nature, but contingent by creation and
preservation.

4. In all created substances there is a real distinction
between activities, powers or faculties, and essen-
tial nature; this is also true of FACULTIES OF THE

SOUL, both sentient and intellective (see ACCIDENT;

DISTINCTION, KINDS OF; SUBSTANCE).
5. The unique substantial form of man is his rational

soul, which has three spiritual powers, a thinking
INTELLECT, an agent intellect, and a WILL that free-
ly determines itself. The activities of these faculties
and powers of the soul demonstrate the spirituality
and immortality of the soul (see SOUL, HUMAN; IM-

MORTALITY).
6. By nature man has the right to cooperate with other

men in society in the pursuit of personal happiness
in the common good; this pursuit of happiness is
guided by conscience, laws both natural and posi-
tive, and virtues both private and public (see ETH-

ICS).
7. Rejecting both idealism and POSITIVISM, a realist

metaphysics recognizes universal ideas as existing
only in the mind of creatures and God; individuals
possessing similar characteristics in nature, howev-
er, proffer a legitimate foundation for universal
knowledge (see UNIVERSALS). This epistemological
position presupposes the psychological principle
that nothing exists in the intellect that was not first
in sense knowledge (see EPISTEMOLOGY; KNOWL-

EDGE).
8. From the visible things of the universe the human

mind can know the existence of God as the first ef-
ficient, supreme exemplar, and ultimate final cause
of all creation (see GOD IN PHILOSOPHY, 2; GOD,

PROOFS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF).
9. God has no nature other than the subsistent fullness

of pure actual being (esse), having no potentiality
or limitation of any kind. Every creature, on the
other hand, is characterized by a disturbing distinc-
tion between his inner nature and his actuality of
borrowed existence (esse). (See ESSENCE AND EXIS-

TENCE; POTENCY AND ACT.)

10.The metaphysical concept of BEING (ens) is analog-
ically, and not univocally, said of God, substances,
and accidents, such that each is recognized to be
radically (simpliciter) different, and only relatively
similar in some respect (see ANALOGY).

Thomistic Theology. While recognizing the unique
position of the Bible in Christian theology, Thomistic
theology, like other scholastic theologies, is an attempt
to systematize revealed truths in a human manner so as
to make revelation better appreciated by the orderly, logi-
cal, scientific mind. In matters of divine faith there is no
difference between Thomistic theology and any other
Catholic theology, but in the matter of undefined dogmat-
ics there are certain conspicuous characteristics of Tho-
mism that may be briefly listed.

1. Beyond the order of nature there is a higher, super-
natural order of reality, including truths of revela-
tion, grace, merit, predestination, and glory, that
man could never know unless God revealed its ex-
istence (see REVELATION, THEOLOGY OF; SUPER-

NATURAL).
2. This supernatural order of divine reality is not sim-

ply modally (i.e., quoad modum) beyond the pow-
ers of nature, but substantially (i.e., quoad
substantiam) in such a way that pure nature can
neither strive toward nor attain it (see GRACE AND

NATURE).
3. Notwithstanding the essential transcendence of

faith and grace, there is a harmony between faith
and reason and between grace and nature, for there
is only one author of both. Thus there can be no
contradiction between faith and reason, and grace
perfects nature (see FAITH AND REASON).

4. Although reason can, objectively speaking, demon-
strate the existence of God, providence, the immor-
tality of the human soul, and other praeambula
fidei, it can in no way demonstrate the saving truths
of revelation, such as the INCARNATION, PREDESTI-

NATION, life everlasting, and the Trinity. On the
other hand, reason can in no way disprove them (see

APOLOGETICS).
5. Man is not only a true secondary cause, but he is

a free agent. Nevertheless whatever good man ac-
complishes is due to the grace of God, while what-
ever sin man commits is due to himself. God’s
universal causality in no way deprives man of his
freedom, for God moves all things according to
their natures, and man’s nature is to act freely (see

PREMOTION, PHYSICAL).
6. Predestination of certain persons to grace and glory

is a free gift of God’s mercy. Divine foreknowledge
of the predestined is not through SCIENTIA MEDIA or
through a foreknowledge of how man will react to
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grace, but simply through God’s free choice (see

PREDETERM1NATION).
7. The primary motive of the Incarnation of the Word

is the Redemption of fallen mankind so that if
Adam had not sinned, God would not have become
man. (See REDEMPTION [THEOLOGY OF].)

8. The SACRAMENTS as an encounter with the Passion
and death of Christ are not only symbols of faith,
but also instrumental causes of grace in the soul
and in the Church. Since Christ is the true minister
of all Sacraments, they effect what they signify ex
opere operato (see INSTRUMENTAL CAUSALITY).

9. The Church as the Mystical Body of Christ is the
sole custodian of faith and the Sacraments. Sent to
preach the Word to the world, the true Church of
Christ must preserve unblemished the purity of di-
vine revelation and the integrity of the Sacraments.
This guardianship is in no way contrary to the de-
velopment of doctrine under the Holy Spirit (see

DOCTRINE, DEVELOPMENT OF).
10.Eternal life consists essentially in seeing God face

to face, from which vision flows the fullness of
happiness. Thus the essence of beatitude consists
in the intellectual vision. In order to receive this be-
atific vision, however, the created intellect must be
elevated by the light of glory (lumen gloriae).

One characteristic of Dominican Thomism, long
since abandoned, was its opposition to the doctrine of the
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. Bound by an oath of loyalty
to the basic teachings of St. Thomas, the majority of Do-
minican theologians and preachers believed that St.
Thomas had denied the doctrine defended by John DUNS

SCOTUS and popularized by the laity. Whatever may have
been the true mind of St. Thomas, faced as he was with
the special circumstances of the 13th century, it is histori-
cally certain that Dominican opposition in later centuries
was unfortunate and unfaithful to his spirit. The doctrine
that developed in later centuries was more orthodox than
that opposed by St. BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX, St. ALBERT

THE GREAT, St. BONAVENTURE, and St. Thomas himself.

Since the many variations of philosophy and theolo-
gy that may be labeled Thomistic can be understood only
in their historical context, most of the remainder of this
article is devoted to a general historical survey of Tho-
mism from the death of St. Thomas to the end of the 18th
century. The renewal of Thomism in the 19th and 20th
centuries is treated mainly elsewhere (see NEOSCHOLASTI-

CISM AND NEOTHOMISM).

General Survey
Apart from the Thomistic revival in the 19th century,

the two major phases of Thomism may be designated as

‘‘early Thomism,’’ which extends from the death of St.
Thomas to the beginning of the Protestant Reformation,
and ‘‘second Thomism,’’ which extends from the Refor-
mation to the 19th-century renewal.

Early Thomism. The death of St. Thomas on March
7, 1274, was deeply mourned by the city of Naples, the
vicinity of Fossanova, the Roman province of the Domin-
ican order, and the schools of Paris. Miracles connected
with his death and burial initiated a cult centered largely
in Naples. Lamentations, panegyrics, and letters extolling
his learning and sanctity expressed profound grief at his
passing (Birkenmajer, 1–35). Shocked by news of his
death, the faculty of arts at Paris (including SIGER OF

BRABANT and PETER OF AUVERGNE) addressed a moving
letter on May 3 to the general chapter of the order meet-
ing in Lyons. They requested that the body of so great a
master be given permanent resting place in the city that
‘‘nourished, fostered, and educated’’ him; they further re-
quested that certain philosophical writings begun but not
completed at Paris and other works promised by Thomas
be sent without delay (ibid. 4).

St. Thomas, however, left no immediate disciples
worthy of his genius. His first successor at Paris, HANNIB-

ALDUS DE HANNIBALDIS, followed Thomas faithfully in
his commentary on the Sentences (1258–60), but he was
created cardinal in 1262 and died in 1272. Thomas’s sec-
ond successor was ROMANO OF ROME (d. 1273), who was
more Augustinian than Aristotelian or Thomistic (Grab-
mann, Geschichte, 61). REGINALD OF PIPERNO, Thomas’s
constant companion and confessor, for whom he wrote
a number of less profound treatises, gave posterity no in-
dication of his grasp of Thomas’s teaching. Peter of Au-
vergne and other masters in the faculty of arts who
eagerly read Thomas’s philosophical commentaries
could not have attended lectures in the theological facul-
ty, where he was teaching. Even the earliest Thomists
who may have known him personally, such as WILLIAM

OF MACCLESFIELD, GILES OF LESSINES, BERNARD OF

TRILLE, and Rambert dei Primadizzi, were never enrolled
under Thomas as their master. Consequently there was
little, if any, academic continuity between Thomas and
those who later defended his teaching.

The ‘‘innovations’’ of Thomas Aquinas were strong-
ly opposed during his lifetime, particularly by Francis-
cans, secular masters in theology, and Dominicans
trained in the older Augustinian tradition. This tradition,
influenced by the Fons vitae of Avicebron, claimed: (1)
the identification of matter with potentiality and form
with actuality, thus positing a forma universalis and a
materia universalis in all creatures; (2) a certain actuality,
however slight, in primary matter; and (3) that substantial
form confers only one determinate perfection. From this
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followed the famosissimum binarium Augustinianum,
namely, the hylomorphic composition of all created
being, both spiritual and corporeal, and the plurality of
substantial forms in one and the same individual. Thom-
as, on the other hand, maintained: (1) that matter and
form are principles only of corporeal substances; (2) that
primary matter is a purely passive, potential principle,
having no actuality whatever; and (3) that in a single
composite there can be only one substantial form confer-
ring all perfections proper to it. Since these ‘‘innova-
tions’’ were inspired by the ‘‘new Aristotelian learning’’
and supported by the growing menace of Latin Averro-
ism, it was natural for the old school to associate Thomas
with Averroists in the faculty of arts, even though he had
explicitly attacked the fundamental errors of Latin Aver-
roism.

More than any other Thomistic innovation, denial of
universal HYLOMORPHISM and of plurality of forms
aroused strongest opposition from the old school. For
JOHN PECKHAM, Franciscan regent master from 1269 to
1271, both denials led to heresy. Denial of universal hylo-
morphism apparently eliminated the distinction between
God and creatures; denial of plurality led to denial of the
numerical identity of Christ’s body on the cross and in
the tomb. In a famous disputation with Thomas in 1270
over plurality of forms, Peckham was apparently unable
to convince the masters of Paris, and possibly Bp. Étienne
TEMPIER, of the heretical implications of Thomas’s view.
Nevertheless Peckham persisted in his conviction.

Condemnation of Thomistic Teachings. At the
height of the first Averroist controversy in 1270, Thom-
as’s systematic use of Aristotle could not be ignored; it
was not ignored by the Franciscans, particularly not by
Bonaventure. After Thomas’s death Averroists disregard-
ed the condemnation of 1270 and even the prohibition of
1272 against discussing theological matters in the faculty
of arts. By 1276 Albert the Great was apprised of the
growing tendency to associate Averroism with all who
used Aristotle in theology. To avert rash condemnation
of his own efforts and those of Thomas, Albert journeyed
from Cologne to Paris in the winter of 1276–77. This ar-
duous journey was of no avail. Word had reached Rome
of dissensions in Paris, and JOHN XXI ordered Bishop
Tempier to conduct an investigation. On March 7, 1277,
acting on his own authority, Tempier proscribed 219
propositions, excommunicating all who dared to teach
any of them (Chartularium universitatis Parisiensis, ed.
H. Denifle and E. Chatelain, 4 v. [Paris 1889–97]
1:543–555). Although no person was mentioned in the
decree, it was clear to all that the condemnation was di-
rected principally against Siger of Brabant, BOETHIUS OF

SWEDEN, and Thomas Aquinas. Of the 16 propositions
generally considered to be Thomistic, the only serious

issue, mentioned four times, is the denial of universal hy-
lomorphism and its ramifications. The Paris condemna-
tion made no mention of the unicity of substantial form.
Because of this deliberate omission, ROBERT KILWARD-

BY, Dominican archbishop of Canterbury, issued a con-
demnation of 30 theses on March 18, 1277, in a special
convocation of masters in Oxford (ibid. 1:558–559). Of
the 16 propositions in natural philosophy, five bear di-
rectly on the unicity of substantial form and six logically
presuppose or follow from it. Whoever deliberately de-
fended the propositions condemned was to lose his posi-
tion in the university.

Reaction to the Condemnation. On April 28 John
XXI endorsed the decree of Tempier and implemented its
measures. Kilwardby’s action, however, was quickly re-
sented by the Dominican order. On receiving news of this
action Peter of Conflans, Dominican archbishop of Cor-
inth, disapproved strongly, protesting the inclusion of
theses that were not heretical. In reply Kilwardby insisted
that he wanted only to prevent the theses from being
taught in the schools ‘‘because some are manifestly false,
others deviate philosophically from the truth, others are
close to intolerable errors, and others are patently iniqui-
tous, being repugnant to the Catholic faith’’ (ibid. 1:560).
The last phrase clearly referred to the doctrine of unicity
of substantial form. Kilwardby’s arguments against the
doctrine were answered in 1278 by Giles of Lessines in
his De unitate formae. On April 4, 1278, NICHOLAS III

created Kilwardby cardinal bishop of Porto with resi-
dence in Rome.

The Dominican general chapter meeting in Milan on
June 5, 1278, appointed two visitators, Raymond of
Meuillon and John Vigoroux, to investigate and to take
action against the English Dominicans ‘‘who have
brought scandal to the Order by disparaging the writings
of the venerated Friar Thomas Aquinas’’ (Monumenta
Ordinis Fratrum Praedicatorum historica, ed. B. M. Re-
ichert [Rome-Stuttgart-Paris 1896– ] 3:199). With the ap-
pointment of John Peckham to the See of Canterbury on
Jan. 28, 1279, the doctrinal estrangement of the two or-
ders became inevitable. On May 21 of that year the Do-
minican general chapter meeting in Paris strictly forbade
all irreverent or unbecoming talk against Thomas or his
writings, no matter what the personal opinion of individu-
als might be. Thus reverence for the person and writings
of Thomas Aquinas was imposed on the whole Domini-
can order.

Franciscan Opposition. As early as 1272 Francis-
cans, emphasizing the Augustinian orthodoxy of Bona-
venture, compiled lists of doctrines ‘‘in which
Bonaventure and Thomas disagree.’’ Toward the end of
1279, WILLIAM DE LA MARE, successor to Peckham in the
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Franciscan chair at Paris, completed a Correctorium
fratris Thomae in which 117 passages of Thomas Aqui-
nas were ‘‘corrected’’ according to Scripture, Augustine,
and Bonaventure. This work was officially adopted by the
general chapter of the Franciscans held at Strassburg on
May 17, 1282, when it forbade diffusion of the Summa
theologiae of Thomas except among notably intelligent
lectors, and then only with the corrections of William in
a separate volume reserved for private circulation (Ar-
chivum Franciscanum historicum 26:139).

Two years after the Franciscan capitular decision at
Strassburg, Archbishop Peckham renewed Kilwardby’s
prohibition at Oxford on Oct. 29, 1284. In a letter to the
masters of Oxford, November 10, he insisted that it was
not Thomas who had originated the dangerous doctrine
of unicity but the Averroists. In private letters to the
chancellor of Oxford, Dec. 7, 1284, and to the bishop of
Lincoln, June 1, 1285, Peckham reiterated his personal
objections to the unicity of form in man.

In the schools of Paris and Oxford Thomist doc-
trines, particularly of unicity and individuation, were at-
tacked as heretical and ‘‘condemned’’ by the Franciscans
ROGER MARSTON, RICHARD OF MIDDLETON, PETER JOHN

OLIVI, MATTHEW OF AQUASPARTA, and WALTER OF

BRUGES. It was against this background that the early
Thomist school developed.

Dominican Legislation. From 1286 until the canon-
ization of St. Thomas (1323), the Dominican order did
everything possible to promote the study and defense of
Thomistic teaching among its members. The Paris chap-
ter of June 11, 1286, strictly commanded every friar to
study, promote, and defend the doctrine of Thomas Aqui-
nas; those who acted contrary were to be deprived of
whatever office they held and penalized. The chapter of
Saragossa, May 18, 1309, determined that all lectors were
to teach from the works of Thomas and resolve questions
according to his doctrine. Disregard of this legislation by
DURANDUS OF SAINT-POURÇAIN and JAMES OF METZ

prompted the chapter of Metz, June 3, 1313, to forbid any
friar openly to lecture, resolve questions, or answer ob-
jections contrary to what was commonly held as the opin-
ion of the venerable doctor. The chapters of London
(1314) and Bologna (1315) reiterated the regulation of
Metz, adding that superiors should be particularly vigi-
lant that nothing be taught or written contrary to the
teaching of Aquinas. By such legislation the order estab-
lished Thomism as its official teaching.

Early English School. One of the earliest defenders
of Thomas in England, though more in an administrative
than academic capacity, was WILLIAM DE HOTHUM, who
incepted at Paris in 1280 and was elected provincial of
the English Dominicans in 1282. He is said to have writ-

ten a treatise De unitate formarum, but he is best known
for his defense of RICHARD KNAPWELL, who incepted at
Oxford in 1284. By his own admission Knapwell became
convinced of Thomistic doctrine only gradually. At the
time of his inception, over which Hothum presided,
Knapwell had become a convinced Thomist. He vigor-
ously defended the doctrine of unicity of form in the
schools of Oxford in opposition to Roger Marston, not-
withstanding the prohibition of Peckham. Denounced to
the archbishop for publicly determining a quaestio in
favor of unicity, Knapwell was summoned to present
himself in London on April 18, 1286. On the advice of
Hothum he did not answer the summons, presumably on
grounds of exemption from jurisdiction. Having written
Correctorium corruptorii ‘‘Quare’’ (1282–83), he was
convinced that there was nothing heretical in the teaching
of Thomas Aquinas. On April 30, 1286, Peckham con-
voked a solemn assembly, condemned eight theses of
Knapwell as heretical, and excommunicated him and all
who aided or counseled him. Hothum, who was present,
protested on grounds of privilege of exemption and
lodged an appeal to the pope. Knapwell went to Rome
personally to plead his case, but the Holy See happened
to be vacant until the election of NICHOLAS IV, a Francis-
can. When the appeal was finally entertained in 1288, the
Franciscan pope imposed perpetual silence on Knapwell,
who is reported to have died in Bologna a broken man
(see CORRECTORIA).

At Oxford the defense was continued by ROBERT OF

ORFORD, who wrote his Correctorium ‘‘Sciendum’’ be-
fore becoming a master about 1287. In his Quodlibeta
(1289–93) he refuted the attacks of GILES OF ROME and
HENRY OF GHENT against the teaching of Thomas Aqui-
nas.

THOMAS OF SUTTON wrote Contra pluralitatem for-
marum before becoming a Dominican in 1282. Being
trained in philosophy outside the order, he maintained a
predilection for the pure Aristotle and an independence
of interpretation. Nevertheless a number of his writings
were thought to be so Thomistic as to circulate as authen-
tic works of Thomas Aquinas (Roensch, 46–51). He even
completed Thomas’s unfinished commentary on the Peri-
hermeneias and De generatione. As a Dominican master
in theology (after 1293) he confronted the new attacks of
Duns Scotus, ROBERT COWTON, and Henry of Ghent and
took part in the controversy between Franciscans and Do-
minicans on whether evangelical poverty belongs to the
essence of Christian perfection or is only a means to it.
Many historians consider Sutton to have been the most
eminent of early English Thomists, even though his later
writings were restricted by the exigencies of controversy.

Sutton’s contemporary was the eminent controver-
sialist William of Macclesfield, who incepted under Sut-
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ton at Oxford c. 1299. Before 1284 he composed
Correctorium corruptorii ‘‘Quaestione’’ against William
de la Mare and a defense of the unicity of form. During
his academic career he defended the teaching of Thomas
Aquinas against Henry of Ghent and GODFREY OF FON-

TAINES.

Thomistic teachings were also defended by NICHO-

LAS TREVET in his Quodlibeta and Quaestiones dis-
putatae as well as by THOMAS WALEYS. After 1320 the
influence of WILLIAM OF OCKHAM was strongly felt in
England even among Dominicans, notably by ROBERT

HOLCOT. A conspicuous exception was THOMAS OF

CLAXTON, who in his commentary on the Sentences (c.
1400) strongly defended the real distinction of essence
and existence (esse) in creatures and the analogy of
being.

Early French School. After Peter of Auvergne, Ber-
nard of Trille, and Giles of Lessines, the most prominent
and versatile French Thomist was JOHN (QUIDORT) OF

PARIS. He not only defended the teaching of Thomas in
his Correctorium ‘‘Circa’’ (before 1284), two treatises
on the unicity of form, and vigorous replies to Henry of
Ghent, but he developed the Thomistic doctrine of sepa-
ration of Church and State in his celebrated De potestate
regia et papali (c. 1302). He fully appreciated the Tho-
mistic doctrine of essence and existence, but he was less
Thomistic in his views concerning the Eucharist; these
were twice censured and twice defended without satisfac-
tory results. A popular preacher called Predicator
monoculus, he was well aware of contemporary trends
and abuses of justice and warned of the proximity of anti-
Christ.

Among the more vigorous opponents of Henry of
Ghent and Godfrey of Fontaines was the Dominican BER-

NARD OF AUVERGNE, who acutely understood and ardent-
ly defended Thomas, his ‘‘master.’’

The most prolific French Dominican was HARVEY

NEDELLEC, a polemicist who later became master gener-
al. Having studied Aristotle outside the order, he never
appreciated the Thomistic distinction between essence
and esse in creatures. As a theologian he wrote a valuable
Defensio doctrinae fr. Thomae (1303–12) and remained
a polemicist throughout his life, attacking the doctrines
of Henry of Ghent, PETER AUREOLI, and his own con-
freres James of Metz and Durandus of Saint-Pourçain for
departing from the teaching of Thomas Aquinas. Apart
from his Aristotelian rejection of the real distinction of
essence and esse, he had a profound and subtle under-
standing of Thomas. He lived to see the canonization of
St. Thomas, which he helped to bring about. He was
known by the scholastic title of Doctor rarus.

One of the best representatives of the French Tho-
mistic school was WILLIAM OF PETER OF GODIN, whose
Lectura Thomasina (1292–98), a commentary on the
Sentences, manifested a calm and profound understand-
ing of all traditional Thomistic doctrines (Grabmann,
Mittelalt. Geist. 2:572–575). The principal controversy in
his career involved the Franciscan view of the absolute
poverty of Christ. A younger contemporary, Armand de
Belvézer, wrote an influential commentary on Thomas’s
De ente et essentia (1326–28) and firmly opposed the
view of JOHN XXII concerning the beatific vision, as had
all Thomists. PETER OF LA PALU was an enthusiastic pro-
moter of Thomas whose knowledge of Thomism left
something to be desired. A nobleman by birth, Peter was
deeply involved in legal and moral questions of the day,
notably papal and regal power, privileges of mendicants,
Franciscan poverty, and the trial of Peter John Olivi.

Carmelites. Early Carmelite theologians, though fa-
vorably disposed to defend Thomas, were more eclectic
than Dominicans and some seculars. The Quodlibeta and
Summa of Gerard of Bologna (d. 1317) manifest the in-
fluence of Thomas, Henry of Ghent, and Godfrey of Fon-
taines. The most outstanding early Carmelite master at
Paris was Guy Terrena of Perpignan (d. 1342), who was
more influenced by Godfrey than by Thomas. More Tho-
mistic, but still eclectic, was JOHN BACONTHORP, lecturer
at Oxford and Cambridge.

Early German School. German Dominicans of the
13th century were strongly influenced by St. Albert the
Great. Albert’s disciples preferred to develop the mysti-
cal and Neoplatonic elements of his thought. According
to Grabmann the earliest representatives of Thomism in
Germany were JOHN OF STERNGASSEN, Gerard of Stern-
gasse, and NICHOLAS OF STRASSBURG, all of whom de-
pend heavily on Thomas for their commentaries on the
Sentences and for their Quaestiones disputatae (Grab-
mann, ibid. 1:393–404). JOHN OF LICHTENBERG, master
in theology at Paris, 1311–12, borrowed many passages
from the Summa theologiae for his commentary on the
Sentences. Henry of Lübeck (d. 1336), writing after the
canonization of St. Thomas, was less hesitant to cite
‘‘venerabilis doctor beatus Thomas de Aquino, qui omni-
bus allis cautius et melius scripsit.’’ Even at Paris Henry
openly taught the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas on the
principle of individuation, the real distinction, and the in-
terpretation of Augustine ‘‘secundum doctorem Tho-
mam’’ (Grabmann, ibid. 1:421–424).

Early Italian School. After Hannibaldus de Hannib-
aldis, the most faithful defender of Thomas was Rambert
dei Primadizzi of Bologna (c. 1250–1308), possibly a dis-
ciple, who replied to the Correctorium in his Apologe-
ticum veritatis of 1286–87. The foremost promoter of the
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cause in Italy was the octogenarian BARTHOLOMEW OF

LUCCA, who studied under Thomas in Rome, accompa-
nied him to Naples in 1272, and there received word of
his death. Initiative for the canonization of Thomas came
with the establishment of a separate province for Naples
and Sicily in 1294. Bartholomew supplied much bio-
graphical information to William of Tocco (c. 1250–
1323), promoter of the cause, and to BERNARD GUI, proc-
urator general, when the cause was first introduced at
Avignon in 1318. Bartholomew was a historian and a po-
litical theorist rather than a speculative theologian; he
played no small role, however, in vindicating Thomas. In
1316 the Dominican JOHN OF NAPLES defended the thesis
in Paris that the doctrine of Friar Thomas ‘‘could be
taught at Paris with respect to all its conclusions’’ (Xenia
Thomistica 3:23–104). REMIGIO DE’ GIROLAMI is consid-
ered by Grabmann to have been a disciple of Thomas and
the teacher of DANTE ALIGHIERI, at least by way of public
lectures in Florence. The theology of the Divina Com-
media is mainly Thomistic, although the cosmology is
more Albertinian and Neoplatonic.

The practical theology of Thomas Aquinas was dis-
seminated in Italy through the De officio sacerdotis of Al-
bert of Brescia (d. 1314), the Compendium philosophiae
moralis of BARTHOLOMEW OF SAN CONCORDIO, and the
alphabetical handbook Pantheologia of Raynerius of Pisa
(d. 1351). Italians, having no sympathy for the condem-
nations of 1277, did everything possible to popularize St.
Thomas and his teaching.

Canonization and Vindication. Thomas Aquinas
was canonized with exceptional solemnity by John XXII
at Avignon on July 18, 1323. In a general congregation
of all Parisian masters specially convoked on Feb. 14,
1325, Stephen Bourret, bishop of Paris, formally revoked
his predecessor’s condemnation so far as it ‘‘touched or
seemed to touch the teaching of blessed Thomas’’ (Char-
tularium universitatis Parisiensis, 2:280). With this vin-
dication of St. Thomas, his followers turned to the
diffusion of his doctrine in opposition to other schools,
particularly Scotism and nominalism. About 1330 a cer-
tain Durandellus, probably a disciple of John of Naples,
composed an Evidentia Durandelli contra Durandum.
Later DURANDUS OF AURILLAC forcefully promulgated
the teachings of Thomas Aquinas. This diffusion, howev-
er, was temporarily halted by the black plague, the West-
ern Schism (1378–1417), and the general decline of
learning and religious life in the second half of the 14th
century.

Diffusion of Thomism. The establishment of new
universities in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Bohemia,
Vienna, Cracow, and Louvain, the religious reform of the
Dominican order under Bl. RAYMOND OF CAPUA (c.

1330–99), and the multiplication of manuscripts of St.
Thomas contributed to the diffusion of Thomism. In the
14th century the Summa theologiae was translated into
Armenian, Greek, and Middle High German. By the 15th
century Thomism occupied a respected place in theologi-
cal thought. St. ANTONINUS of Florence, self-taught in
Thomistic theology, faced new moral problems in his
Summa theologiae moralis. The Dominican general
chapter of 1405 renewed norms for teaching in the order.
At the Council of Constance (1414–18) the Dominican
general, Leonardo Dati (d. 1425), developed and defend-
ed the supremacy of pope over council. Opposition to
John WYCLIF and John HUS, occasioning the Council of
BASEL (1431–38), stimulated John Nider (c. 1380–1438),
John Stojkovic of Ragusa (c. 1390–1442), and John Tor-
quemada (1388–1468) to develop a notable ecclesiology
that helped to overcome the conciliarist movement. At
the University of Cologne secular masters, such as HENRY

OF GORKUM and the Belgian John Tinctor (fl. 1434–69),
began lecturing on the Summa of St. Thomas. Henry of
Gorkum wrote an introduction to the Summa (Quaes-
tiones in partes S. Thomae) and a number of original
Thomistic treatises, De praedestinatione, De iusto bello,
etc.

The most remarkable of early 15th-century Thomists
was John Capreolus, who incorporated a profound
knowledge of St. Thomas into his Defensiones theologiae
Divi Thomae, a commentary on the Sentences, in which
he ably refuted the doctrines of Duns Scotus, Durandus
of Saint-Pourçain, GREGORY OF RIMINI, and Peter
Aureoli. The brilliance of this work merited for him the
title of Princeps Thomistarum.

During the second half of the 15th century many Do-
minican and secular professors in German universities
lectured on the Summa of St. Thomas, e.g., Kaspar Grun-
wald in Freiburg, Cornelius Sneek and John Stoppe in
Rostock, and Leonard of Brixental (d. 1478) in Vienna.
At Cologne the most outstanding defenders of Thomism
against Albertists were Gerard of Heerenberg (de Monte,
d. 1480), Lambert of Heerenberg (de Monte, d. 1499),
and John Versor (fl.1475–85). One of the most notewor-
thy Dominican lecturers on the Summa at Cologne in this
period was Gerhard of Elten (fl. 1475–84). Toward the
end of the 15th century the Hungarian Dominican Nicho-
las de Mirabilibus wrote the treatise De praedestinatione,
which presented the traditional teaching of the Thomistic
school.

In this period a remarkable commentary on the
Summa was written by a prolific Belgian of Roermond,
DENIS THE CARTHUSIAN, known as Doctor exstaticus; he
manifested a profound grasp of Thomistic, patristic, and
biblical teaching.
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The invention of printing helped to spread not only
the text of St. Thomas’s major works, but also numerous
Thomistic commentaries, expositions, manuals, and de-
fenses. In Italy significant contributions were made by
PETER OF BERGAMO, regent at Bologna, whose Tabula
aurea (1473) is the only complete index to the works of
St. Thomas; he also wrote one of the last concordances
of Thomistic doctrine (Concordantia conclusionum).
Among his disciples were DOMINIC OF FLANDERS, whose
Summa divinae philosophiae was the best-known com-
mentary prior to that of Conrad Köllin; Tommaso de Vio
Cajetan; and Girolamo SAVONAROLA, whose Triumphus
crucis was an adaptation of the Summa contra gentiles
and an early Thomist manual of apologetics.

PETER NIGRI (SCHWARZ), rector of the University of
Budapest in 1481, wrote a large Clypeus Thomistarum,
which is a strong defense rather than an exposition of
Thomistic teaching, and numerous polemical works
against the Jews.

Among notable editors of St. Thomas’s works were
Paul Soncinas (d. 1494), who also published a compendi-
um of Capreolus, and the Venetian Antonio Pizzamano.

Despite the strength of the Thomistic school, it had
to compete with Scotism and the growing popularity of
nominalism. The Protestant REFORMATION brought Tho-
mism to an end in countries lost to Rome, but it gave im-
petus to ‘‘second Thomism’’ in countries that remained
Catholic.

Second Thomism. With the Reformation Thomism
received new vitality in Spain and Italy. Doctrinal prob-
lems raised by reformers forced theologians to reexamine
basic questions in terms of Sacred Scripture, apostolic
tradition, and systematic theology. The outstanding char-
acteristic of this phase was the gradual replacement of the
Sentences by the Summa theologiae of St. Thomas.
Begun in Germany in the 15th century, it spread to Paris,
then to Spain and Italy. The Council of TRENT (1545–63)
not only introduced needed reforms, but it also reen-
forced the teaching of theology and philosophy in Catho-
lic universities and seminaries. New religious orders
founded during the COUNTER REFORMATION frequently
claimed St. Thomas as their official teacher; and even
older orders, reformed in the spirit of Trent, made serious
efforts to teach Thomistic doctrine. Diocesan seminaries
as well, fulfilling the spirit of Trent and of Roman pon-
tiffs such as PIUS V, introduced manuals of philosophy
and theology that were in some way ‘‘ad mentem S. Tho-
mae Aquinatis.’’ The outstanding characteristic of Tho-
mism after the Council of Trent was the multiplication
of manuals that claimed to be more or less Thomistic.

The initial harmony of reform and revival met seri-
ous obstacles both from within and from without (see

SCHOLASTICISM, 2). The first internal obstacle was the
controversy between Dominicans and Jesuits concerning
grace in the Congregatio de auxiliis (1598–1607). The
deadlock that ensued produced centuries of mutual mis-
trust in philosophy and theology. The second internal ob-
stacle was the rise of a new moral theology in the 17th
century known as casuistry. This divided theologians into
probabilists, probabiliorists, and Jansenists; it also divert-
ed attention from fundamental principles to particular
cases, quantitative distinctions, and legalism that led to
an academic moral theology in following centuries. At
the center of this development stood St. ALPHONSUS LIG-

UORI, whose Theologia moralis (1753–55) influenced all
later moralists and disputants. The third internal obstacle
for Thomism was the writing of textbooks in philosophy
that would be relevant to modern philosophers and scien-
tists. After Trent textbooks of Thomistic philosophy were
written for seminaries; these were largely summaries of
Aristotle or adaptations of the Summa theologiae. With
the birth of modern science and philosophy in the 17th
century one of two courses was generally followed: ig-
noring modern science or abandoning ancient philoso-
phy. After I. Newton and C. WOLFF modern science and
philosophy won the day in Catholic seminaries and uni-
versities. By the middle of the 18th century the Thomistic
school was dead; the name of Thomas was rarely seen in
seminary textbooks of philosophy, and even the name
‘‘Thomists’’ had to be defined as ‘‘those who follow
blessed Thomas’’ (Phil. Lugdunensis: Metaph. [Lyons
1788] 308).

Before Trent. Prior to the reorganization of the Uni-
versity of Paris under Louis XI, an innovation was made
by the Belgian Dominican Peter CROCKAERT. Originally
a secular professing OCKHAMISM, Crockaert became a
Dominican at Paris in 1503 and finally became a Thomist
who was sympathetic to humanism. In 1509 he began lec-
turing on the Summa of St. Thomas instead of the Sen-
tences of Peter Lombard. Among his illustrious disciples
was Francisco de VITORIA, with whom he edited the
Summa theologiae 1a2ae. At Cologne Conrad KÖLLIN,
the most prominent Thomist of his day and first opponent
of Martin Luther’s doctrine on marriage, followed the
German practice of lecturing on the Summa and in 1512
published a substantial commentary on the 1a2ae in Co-
logne, the influence of which extended far beyond Ger-
many.

In Italy Tommaso de Vio CAJETAN lectured on the
Summa at the University of Pavia (1497–99) at the invita-
tion of Duke Sforza. His published commentary, howev-
er, was written between 1507 and 1520, when he was
general of the Dominican order and cardinal priest of St.
Sixtus. This commentary not only revived Thomistic
studies in Italy but influenced the interpretation of many
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Thomistic doctrines. In other writings Cajetan denied that
reason could demonstrate the immortality of the human
soul. Consequently many of his contemporaries and suc-
cessors disagreed with his views, notably the Dominicans
Ambrogio Catarino (1487–1553), Bartolomé Spina (c.
1480–1546), Giovanni Crisostomo JAVELLI, Bartolomé
de MEDINA, Melchior CANO, Domingo BÁÑEZ, and
‘‘many theologians’’ of the Sorbonne in 1533 and 1544.
Cajetan’s influence on Thomism increased when Pius V
ordered the publication of his commentary with the com-
plete works of Thomas Aquinas in 1570 and Leo XIII or-
dered it to be published in the critical edition of St.
Thomas (v. 3–12; Rome 1888–1906). The Italian revival
of Thomism was augmented by FERRARIENSIS (Francesco
Silvestri of Ferrara), also general of the Dominican order,
who is best known for his commentary on the Summa
contra gentiles, which is also included in the Leonine edi-
tion of St. Thomas (v. 13–15; Rome 1918–30). A pene-
trating commentary on the Summa theologiae 1a was
written by Javelli; into this he inserted a Quaestio de Dei
praedestinatione et reprobatione, in which he departed
from traditional Thomistic teaching in his efforts to paci-
fy Luther. Moreover, Javelli wrote one of the first manu-
als of philosophy ‘‘ad mentem S. Thomae’’ in three
volumes, later entitled Totius rationalis, divinae ac mor-
alis philosophiae compendium; this was printed many
times in Venice and Lyons between 1536 and 1580.

Spain was the principal center of second Thomism.
Having taught at Paris, Francisco de Vitoria returned to
Spain, bringing with him Peter Crockaert’s method of
lecturing on the Summa theologiae. As professor in the
principal chair of theology at Salamanca, succeeding the
Thomist Diego de Deza (c. 1443–1523), he exerted con-
siderable influence directly on the University of Salaman-
ca and indirectly on the Universities of Valladolid,
Seville, Evora, Alcalá, and Coimbra. The precision, lu-
cidity, and humanist flavor of his lectures can be seen in
his published commentary on the Summa theologiae
2a2ae (7 v.; Salamanca 1932–52). From 1526 to 1541 Vi-
toria conducted a series of conferences (Relectiones
theologicae 12) on problems of current interest dealing
with ecclesiastical and civil power, relation of pope to
council, conditions in the New World, causes of just war,
and the divorce of HENRY VIII (3 v.; Madrid 1933–35).
Spanish universities henceforth had three distinct chairs
of theology: Thomist, Scotist, and nominalist. Among
outstanding disciples who continued Vitoria’s work were
Domingo de SOTO, Cano, Pedro de Sotomayor (d. 1564),
and Martin de Ledesma (d.1574). Domingo de Soto, con-
stantly concerned with current problems, wrote exhaus-
tively on law in De jure et justitia and Pelagianism in De
natura et gratia, and defended Bartolomé de LAS CASAS

in the controversy with Juan Ginés de Sepulveda con-

cerning American Indians. Cano, an aggressive opponent
of the Jesuits, was the first to give serious consideration
to the sources of theological speculation in his De locis
theologicis. Medina, disciple of Cano and father of prob-
abilism, wrote a lengthy commentary on the whole
Summa, only part of which has been published.

The Thomistic revival extended beyond the Domini-
can order to seculars, Augustinians, reformed Carmelites,
and JESUITS, whose society was approved in 1540.

Early Jesuit Legislation. In the early constitutions
composed between 1547 and 1550 St. IGNATIUS OF LOY-

OLA wrote, ‘‘In theology the Old and New Testaments
and the scholastic doctrine of St. Thomas are to be read,
and in philosophy Aristotle’’ (Const. 4.14.1). His own
training at Alcalá, Salamanca, and Paris brought him into
close contact with St. Thomas and Dominicans. The sec-
tion De sacrae theologiae studiis specified that the
Summa of St. Thomas was to be covered by two profes-
sors in a period of eight years, two years being devoted
to the 2a2ae. Early professors, such as Claude LE JAY and
Francisco de TOLEDO, a disciple of Domingo de Soto,
were Thomists in philosophy and theology. Ignatius,
however, expressed hope for a new work ‘‘more accom-
modated to our times’’; Gerónimo NADAL, a companion,
claiming to find prolixity in St. Thomas, hoped that some
day a new theology would be written that would concili-
ate Thomist, Scotist, and nominalist factions. These de-
sires inspired later Jesuits to seek greater freedom to
depart from the teaching of St. Thomas (Beltrán de Here-
dia, 392–393). The Ratio Studiorum of 1586 under the
fifth superior general, Claudius ACQUAVIVA, granted
more liberty to depart from St. Thomas, particularly
where he differed from current views, such as those re-
specting the Immaculate Conception and clandestine
marriages. New legislation and problems of the Counter
Reformation produced a radical departure in Concordia
liberii arbitrii cum gratiae donis (Lisbon 1588) by Luis
de MOLINA. This departure was continued by Gabriel
VÁZQUEZ and by Francisco SUÁREZ, the most influential
of all Jesuit writers. By a decree of 1593 Jesuits were or-
dered to return to the doctrine of St. Thomas; henceforth
no one who was not truly zealous for the doctrine of St.
Thomas was to teach theology (nullus ad docendum
theologiam assumatur, qui non sit vere S. Thomae doc-
trinae studiosus). A thoroughly Thomistic Summa philo-
sophiae (5 v.; Ticino 1618–23) was compiled by the
Italian Jesuit Cosmo ALAMANNI. Belgian Jesuits, notably
Robert BELLARMINE, applied Thomistic principles to
problems of the day.

Trent and Thomism. The Council of Trent, con-
voked to define Catholic doctrine and to reform the
Church, was guided inevitably by the mind and spirit of
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St. Thomas (Walz, 440). Contrary to legend, the Summa
of St. Thomas was not enshrined on the altar with the
Scriptures. Nevertheless, Tridentine decrees followed
closely the wording and teaching of Thomas Aquinas, es-
pecially concerning justification, Sacraments in general,
and the Eucharist in particular. Outstanding Thomist
theologians at the council were Domingo de Soto, Cano,
Bartolomé Spina, Ambrogio Catarino, Franscesco
Romeo (d. 1552), Bartholomew of the Martyrs
(1514–90), Pedro de SOTO, Francisco FOREIRO, Barto-
lomé de CARRANZA, Giacomo NACCHIANTI, Ambrose
Perlargus, Jerome Oleaster, Thomas Stella, and Peter
Bertano.

One far-reaching effect of the disciplinary decrees of
Trent was the establishment of seminaries for better edu-
cation of the clergy. After the first Catholic university
was established in Dillingen (1549), others were estab-
lished rapidly in Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, and
the New World (Manila 1611). This created a demand for
good teachers of philosophy and theology as well as for
orthodox textbooks. In 1562 petition was made for a cate-
chism that would give a clear explanation of Catholic
doctrine. This work was entrusted to Cardinal Seri-
pandus; three Dominicans, Leonardo Marini (1509–73),
Egidio Foscarari (1512–64), and Foreiro; and Mutio
Calini, bishop of Zara. After the death of Seripandus in
1563, direction was given to Cardinal Charles BOR-

ROMEO. This Catechismus Romanus was published by
order of Pius V in 1566 and was the basis for all Catholic
catechisms up to the 20th century.

In 1567 Pius V declared Thomas Aquinas a Doctor
of the universal Church and ordered that his complete
works be collected and published in Rome with the Tabu-
la aurea of Peter of Bergamo (Rome 1570–71). This
Piana, or first Roman edition of the Opera omnia, added
greatly to the diffusion of Thomistic teaching.

Congregatio de Auxiliis. Molina’s Concordia of
1588 was condemned by the Spanish Inquisition, banned
in Spain, and vehemently attacked at Salamanca by
Báñez and Pedro de LEDESMA. In 1594 the opposing posi-
tions concerning grace and free will were publicly debat-
ed in Valladolid by the Jesuit Antonio de Padilla and the
Dominican Diego Nuño. Soon heated debates were held
throughout Spain.

Two issues were prominent: efficacy of grace in the
free will of man and God’s foreknowledge of man’s free
actions. Molina, rejecting the teaching of St. Thomas,
posited a middle knowledge (scientia media) whereby
God sees all possible reactions of individual men in vari-
ous circumstances. Knowing how man will react, God
gives grace accordingly. Insisting on man’s free choice
of grace, contrary to John CALVIN, Molina taught that

God offers grace to all men. If man accepts grace, God
concurs simultaneously (concursus simultaneous) with
man in meritorious actions. Báñez, and Dominicans gen-
erally, insisted on the primacy of God’s universal causali-
ty and taught that free will cannot choose grace unless it
is physically premoved by God to do so (praemotio phy-
sica). God foreknows those who will be saved because
He gives intrinsically efficacious grace to those whom He
wills. To Dominicans the Jesuit position appeared to be
Pelagian. To Jesuits the Dominican position appeared to
be Calvinist.

Between 1594 and 1597, 12 reports were forwarded
to Rome, where CLEMENT VIII established a commission
under the presidency of Cardinals Madrucci and Arri-
gone. On March 19, 1598, and again in November, the
commission submitted its report condemning Molina’s
book. Fearing to make a hasty decision, Clement VIII re-
quested the Dominican and Jesuit generals to appear with
their theologians. On Feb. 22, 1599, began the long series
of conferences called CONGREGATIO DE AUXILIIS. From
March 19, 1602, onward, the debates took place in the
presence of the pope. Defenders of the Dominican posi-
tion were Diego ÁLVAREZ and Tomás de LEMOS. The de-
bates continued under PAUL V, who presided over the last
session, in which ten cardinals voted for the condemna-
tion of Molina and two voted against, namely, Bellarmine
and Duperron. After 20 years of debate and 85 confer-
ences before two popes no official verdict was given; but
in a decree of Aug. 28, 1607, Paul V forbade each side
from charging the other with heresy and from using in-
flammatory language. In 1611 the Holy Office required
that all books concerning grace be examined in Rome be-
fore publication. In 1612 Aloysio Aliaga, confessor to the
king of Spain, requested a decision on the controversy;
but Paul V replied that ‘‘more circumspect deliberations
are still needed.’’ Numerous ponderous tomes were in
fact published. The Belgian Dominican Jacques Hyacin-
the Serry (1658–1738), disciple of Alexander Natalis,
wrote a detailed account of the proceedings in his large
Historia congregationum de auxiliis (Louvain 1700; de-
finitive ed. Antwerp 1708) under the pseudonym A. Le
Blanc. Serry continued the controversy in numerous writ-
ings, notably Schola Thomistica vindicata (Cologne
1706) against the Jesuit historian Gabriel Daniel.

17th-Century Commentaries and Textbooks. The
tragic case of Galileo GALILEI and the new philosophy of
René DESCARTES isolated rather than challenged Thomist
thinkers. Theologians, divorced from scientific move-
ments of the day, produced extensive commentaries and
summaries of St. Thomas, often repeating their predeces-
sors. Philosophers, clinging to the orderly universe of Ar-
istotle, used Thomistic theology to explain Aristotelian
philosophy in isolation from contemporary issues. The
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Jesuits of Coimbra, known as Coimbricenses, composed
a college text of Aristotelian philosophy (1592–1606).
The reformed Carmelites of Alcalá, known as COMPLU-

TENSES, cooperated in a Cursus artium (7 v.; 1624–28)
that was used at Salamanca since 1627 and in many semi-
naries. The Carmelites of Salamanca, known as SALMAN-

TICENSES, began to write a cooperative commentary on
the Summa in 1631 that was not completed until 1704,
Cursus theologiae (20 v.; Paris 1870–83), and a Cursus
theologiae moralis in seven volumes between 1665 and
1709.

The most outstanding Thomist of the early 17th cen-
tury was JOHN OF ST. THOMAS, who wrote a Cursus philo-
sophicus thomisticus that expounded Aristotelian logic
and natural philosophy; ethics and metaphysics were
studied in theology. He also compiled an extensive com-
mentary on the Summa called the Cursus theologicus. A
contemporary of Cornelius Otto JANSEN, he was the last
of the great line of Iberian commentators in second Tho-
mism. Among his better-known contemporaries were Je-
rome de Medices (d. 1622), John Paul Nazarius (d. 1646),
Francisco de Araujo (d. 1664), Mark Serra (1581–1645),
John Ildephonse Baptista (d. c. 1648), Antonio de Soto-
mayor (c. 1558–1648), and a Belgian secular, Francis
SYLVIUS. In this period mystical theology was developed
by Tomás de VALLGORNERA in his Mystica theologia
Divi Thomae (1662).

Probabilist Controversy. PROBABILISM is the theo-
ry of moralists who admit as a legitimate rule of conduct
an opinion that is only probable even when there is cur-
rent an opinion that is recognized as more probable. It en-
tered the Thomistic school in 1577 with the publication
of Medina’s commentary on the Summa theologiae
1a2ae. While admitting the strength of the traditional
Thomist view that the safer opinion ought always to be
followed, he declared that it is morally licit to follow any
probable opinion even though the opposite is more proba-
ble (in Summa theologiae 1a2ae, 19.5–6). All Spanish
and Portuguese Dominicans after Medina taught probabi-
lism until 1656, when it was explicitly forbidden by the
general chapter of Rome. The last Dominican probabilist
was Pedro de Tapia (1582–1657).

Probabilism entered Jesuit theology with Gabriel
Vázquez, who explicitly quoted Medina. Thereafter Jesu-
it theologians defended probabilism in the battle against
Jansenist rigorism. The laxist view of probabilism quick-
ly degenerated into casuistry, notably in the writings of
the Jesuits Tomas SÁNCHEZ, Antonio de Escobar y Men-
doza, Juan CARAMUEL LOBKOWITZ, and the Sicilian The-
atine Antonino DIANA. Jansenist opposition to pro-
babilism and casuistry, which lasted for more than two
centuries, was renewed by Pasquier Quesnel. Probabi-

lism, first condemned by INNOCENT XI in 1665, was fre-
quently condemned by the Holy See and by later
Thomists. St. Alphonsus Liguori, who considered him-
self a disciple of St. Thomas, reached a compromise in
his Theologia moralis (1753–55) that allowed licit choice
of contradictory moral opinions only when they are
equally probable (equiprobabilism). A detailed history of
probabilism and rigorism was written by the Italian Do-
minican Daniel CONCINA.

Decline of Second Thomism. Even before the
French Revolution and the Napoleonic occupation
brought ‘‘second Thomism’’ to an end, there was little
vitality among philosophers and theologians. In Spain the
Thomist school was represented mainly by Discalced
Carmelites and the Dominican cardinal Pedro de GODOY.
In France the tradition was carried on by Guillaume Vin-
cent de CONTENSON, Antonin Reginald, Jean Baptiste
GONET, Antoine GOUDIN, and Antonin MASSOULIÉ. In
Belgium the outstanding representative was Charles
René BILLUART, whose principal work was a commen-
tary on the Summa in 18 volumes. In Italy Thomism was
best represented by the Jesuit philosopher Sylvester
MAURUS and by the Dominican Vincenzo GOTTI

(1644–1742), whose principal work was Theologia
scholastico-dogmatica iuxta mentem D. Thomae (16 v.;
Bologna 1727–35). In Germany the Benedictines of Salz-
burg fostered Thomistic studies, notably Ludwig Babens-
tuber (1660–1715), who wrote Philosophia thomistica
(Salzburg 1706) and Cursus theologiae moralis (Augs-
burg 1718); Paul Mezger, who wrote Theologia thomisti-
co-scholastica Salisburgensis (Augsburg 1695); Alfons
Wenzel (1660–1743); Placidus Renz senior (d. 1730);
and Placidus Renz junior (d. 1748). In Switzerland the
Cistercians Raphael Köndig and Benedict Hüber pub-
lished a Harmonia of theological philosophy and philo-
sophical theology ‘‘consonant with the doctrine of St.
Thomas and Thomists’’ (2 v.; Salem 1718).

By the second half of the 18th century the complete
works of St. Thomas had been printed eight times, the last
being the second Venice edition (1745–88), begun by
Bernard M. de Rossi (1687–1775). By then there was lit-
tle interest in reading the text of St. Thomas outside the
Dominican Order.

(For the Thomistic revival in the 19th and 20th cen-
turies, see SCHOLASTICISM, 3.)
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[J. A. WEISHEIPL]

THOMISM, TRANSCENDENTAL
Speculative thought on the verge of the 20th century

confronted the traditional rational foundations of Chris-
tian faith with a formidable array of adversaries, primary
among which was KANTIANISM and POSITIVISM. Two
Catholic thinkers pioneered the radical rethinking called
for: Cardinal MERCIER and Maurice BLONDEL. Désiré
Mercier inaugurated the movement known as NEO-

SCHOLASTICISM. He assumed in 1882 the chair of Tho-
mistic philosophy, established at the insistence of Leo
XIII, and later in 1889 founded the Institut Supérieur de
Philosophie—both at the University of Louvain. From
the beginning, the movement was preoccupied with the
epistemological problem that Mercier preferred to call
‘‘criteriology.’’ Seeking a rapproachment with modern
thought and science, he began with a sharp critique of
earlier dogmatism; this found sympathetic echoes in the
Institut Catholique at Paris and in the Italian neo-Thomist
school represented by Agostino Gemelli and Giulio Ca-
nella.

Mercier, opposing on one hand the universal me-
thodical doubt of Descartes and on the other the naive re-
alism of the tradition, sought a new criterion of truth to
ground the objectivity and the certitude of knowledge,
one moreover intrinsic to the activity of the intellect it-
self. He concluded that the certitude of indemonstrable
truths rested on a reflex act of the intellect grasping the
relationality of its own act to reality. This amounted to
an inference—i.e., the intellect could, after recognizing
sensations in a psychologically irresistible experience as
passive impressions, and through invoking the principle
of causality, infer the existence of extra-mental reality.
Some influence of the German Joseph Kleutgen can be
detected here; its weak point is perhaps the failure to do
justice to experience (as over against reason) and the em-
pirical judgment. As a reaction against KANTIANISM it
represents a limited success largely because Mercier, like
all his Catholic contemporaries, interpreted Kant psycho-
logically, viewing his thought as subjectivism rather than
as the transcendentalism intended by Kant himself. In the
end, the contribution was the traditional answer but pres-
ented in a newly critical way that opened up the problem
to more radical rethinking, soon to come in a younger
colleague of Mercier’s at Louvain—Joseph MARÉCHAL.

Maurice Blondel confronted this same skepticism in
an independent and decidedly distinct way, working from
assumptions not explicitly Thomistic. In his L’Action
(first published in 1893) he sought an answer to the prob-
lem of truth from the quite distinct province of human ac-
tion—not in the pragmatist sense of altering the world
but, emphasizing immanent action, more in the Aristote-
lian sense of consummating thought in achieving self-
fulfillment. The wellspring of such action was the will,
which Blondel saw as energized by an instinctual drive
to the Absolute (la volonté voulue) which underlay in an
unconscious way every instance of actually willing a con-
crete good (la volonté voulante). Openness to this a priori
in free decision constituted a dynamism toward truth, ul-
timately to faith in Christian truth. Blondel’s approach,
accused of an implicit ‘‘theologism,’’ did recapture the
domain of experience and, in spite of the intellectualist
alternative to it proposed by the French Dominican Am-
broise Gardeil and by Joseph de Tonquédec, was decisive
in opening the way to transcendental Thomism.

Confrontation with Kant. More than any other, it
was the shadow of KANT that lay upon the early 20th cen-
tury, heralding the movement of Western philosophy into
the unexplored realms of subjectivity, temporality, and
relativity. His critical philosophy called into question the
realist foundations of thought and the receptive character
of knowledge. In their place, Kant introduced what he
called ‘‘transcendental philosophy’’: a search for the un-
known presuppositions underlying all knowledge, for its
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